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Summary 
 
In everyday cases of tool use, proximal action effects (i.e. operating the navigation 
system of vehicle via a multi-functional control button) and distal action effects (i.e. 
resulting effects on the medium´s display) often diverge or are even conflicting. In 
other words, the human information processing system is often confronted with more 
or less distinct action effects, like bodily related consequences of manual actions vs. 
medium related action effects. Nevertheless - referring to the navigation system 
example - in some cases the destination selection process seems to operate flawlessly, 
whereas in some cases it does not. Due to this phenomenon the question on how the 
human information processing system solves these kinds of scenarios may arise. 
According to theories of common coding, the present work considers proprioceptive 
as well as visual information to be represented within a common cognitive domain. It 
is assumed that both sources of information interact on this domain. The following 
sections provide a brief overview of the studies comprised in this dissertation. 
 Experiments reported in study 1 examine the role of proximal and distal action 
effects in a closed loop task of sensorimotor control. Particularly interesting in this 
study is the introduction of different gain factors that systematically perturb the 
relation between covert hand movements on a digitizer tablet and resulting cursor 
movements on a screen. This scenario comes along with a second perturbation in the 
form of rotated visual feedback. Results were discussed with respect to theories of 
common coding and against the background of beneficial or detrimental effects of 
feature overlap. For instance, when participants are asked to replicate an initial hand 
movement without visual feedback, hand amplitudes vary in accordance with 
predecessing display amplitudes. Adding a second perturbation (Experiment 1(2): 90° 
(180°) rotation of visual feedback) reduces these aftereffects only when the 
discrepancy between hand and display movement is obvious. In summary, distal 
action effects do assimilate proximal action effects when the proprioceptive/tactile 
feedback show feature overlap with former presented visual feedback on the display. 
Since the first study examines the effects of perturbed visual action effects on 
proximal action effects by employing a motor replication task, experiments reported in 
study 2 attempt to assess the inverse question by introducing conditions containing a 
motor replication task on the one hand and a visual replication task on the other hand. 
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Herein, ask about intra- and inter-modal recall of either proprioceptive or visual 
information, and whether there are any differences between proximal and distal action 
effects. At first, mechanisms of information processing seem to depend on the output 
modality. That is, both, proprioceptive and visual action effects interfere with the 
motor modality whilst visual but not proprioceptive action effects exhibit effects on 
the visual modality. Second, however, inter-modal information processing shows 
higher susceptibility to interference, which seems to depend on the output modality. In 
a nutshell, the results provide useful implications for tool use, since the optimized 
processing of conflicting action effects is a precondition for successful tool use. 
This work generally aims at extending the present body of research on 
multimodal information processing in tool use by referring to a working model which 
will guide through this thesis and practically illustrate complex coherencies in the field 
of multimodal information processing. 
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Zusammenfassung 
 
Im alltäglichen Werkzeuggebrauch stellen Divergenzen zwischen proximalen und 
distalen Handlungseffekten - etwa die Bedienung eines Automobil-
Navigationssystems und die resultierenden Effekte auf dem dazugehörigen Bildschirm 
- hohe Anforderungen an das menschliche Informationsverarbeitungssystem. Somit 
sieht sich der Mensch als Akteur  im Kontext des Werkzeuggebrauchs oftmals mit 
mehr oder weniger entkoppelten Handlungseffekten konfrontiert, die zum einen durch 
körpereigene Effekte und zum anderen durch resultierende Werkzeugeffekte 
hervorgerufen werden. Eine erfolgreiche Bedienung bedarf jedoch unweigerlich der 
Kombination und Integration beider Effekte. Umso interessanter scheint der Aspekt, 
dass die Zieleingabe bei der Handhabung eines Automobil-Navigationssystems 
oftmals nicht problemlos funktioniert. Eine sich hieraus ergebenden Frage könnte sein, 
wie das menschliche Informationsverarbeitungssystem derart konfligierende 
Situationen erfolgreich löst oder, im Falle der Nichtlösung, warum nicht. 
 In Anlehnung an derzeit gültige common coding Theorien wird in der 
vorliegenden Dissertation die Annahme entwickelt und fokussiert, dass sowohl 
propriozeptive als auch visuelle Informationen in ein und derselben kognitiven 
Domäne repräsentiert sind und hier einen Kontext finden, in welchem sie sich 
gegenseitig beeinflussen können. Unter dieser Prämisse wurden zwei 
wissenschaftliche Studien durchgeführt, die im Folgenden kurz skizziert werden. 
 Die erste Studie untersucht die generelle Rolle proximaler und distaler 
Handlungseffekte unter Bezug auf sensumotorische Kontrollaspekte im Rahmen eines 
Regelkreis-Szenarios. Besonders interessant ist hierbei die Applikation diverser 
Verzerrungsfaktoren, welche eine systematische Perturbation der Relationen zwischen 
verdeckten Handbewegungen auf einem digitalen Medium und hieraus resultierenden 
Zeigerbewegungen auf einem Bildschirm induzieren. Darüber hinaus bietet das 
Szenario eine weitere Transformationsebene, in Form einer systematischen Rotation 
der visuellen Rückmeldung. Die Ergebnisse werden vor dem Hintergrund der 
Theorien gemeinsamer Repräsentation handlungsrelevanter Parameter interpretiert 
sowie mit Blick auf begünstigende wie auch destruktive Effekte einer etwaigen 
Merkmalsüberlappung diskutiert. Wenn Probanden etwa gefragt wurden, ihre initiale 
Handbewegung ohne die Darbietung visueller Rückmeldung zu replizieren, variierten 
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die resultierenden Handamplituden im Einklang mit den zuvor gesehen 
Zeigeramplituden auf dem Bildschirm. Sobald eine weitere Transformationsebene 
hinzugefügt wurde (Experiment 1 (2): 90° (180°) Rotation der visuellen 
Rückmeldung),  reduzierten sich die Nacheffekte, wenn die Diskrepanz zwischen 
Hand- und Zeigeramplitude besonders offensichtlich war. Zusammenfassend lässt sich 
sagen, dass sich distale Handlungseffekte durchaus proximalen Handlungseffekten 
annähern, wenn die propriozeptive Rückmeldung eine starke Merkmalsüberlappung 
mit zuvor präsentierten visuellen Bewegungen auf einem Bildschirm aufweisen. 
Da die erste Studie vornehmlich Auswirkungen visuell verzerrter 
Handlungseffekte auf proximale Handlungseffekte unter Verwendung eines intra-
modalen Designs untersucht, adressiert die zweite Studie die inverse Fragestellung 
unter Verwendung eines intra- sowie inter-modalen Designs. Somit werden die 
Probanden hier zusätzlich angehalten, neben dem Abruf propriozeptiver Informationen 
zur Replikation zuvor gezeichneter Amplituden auch visuelle Informationen 
abzurufen, um jene Amplituden visuell zu replizieren, die sie zuvor gesehen haben. 
Zunächst einmal scheint der Mechanismus der menschlichen Informationsverarbeitung 
von der handlungsausführenden Modalität abzuhängen. Das bedeutet, visuelle 
Handlungseffekte zeigen einen Einfluss auf die motorische Modalität während 
propriozeptive Handlungseffekte keinen Einfluss auf die visuelle Modalität haben. 
Nichtsdestoweniger scheint die inter-modale Informationsverarbeitung – unabhängig 
von der handlungsausführenden Modalität - generell eine höhere Störanfälligkeit 
aufzuweisen. Desweiteren weist der Ort einer induzierten Verzerrung für die 
motorische Modalität keinen gesonderten Effekt auf. Mit Blick auf die visuelle 
Modalität hingegen zeigt die gezielte Verzerrung durchzuführender Handamplituden 
eine Reduktion des erwarteten Cross talks.  
Zusammenfassend verfolgt die vorliegende Arbeit das Ziel, den gegenwärtigen 
Forschungstand im Themenverbund multimodaler Informationsverarbeitung zu 
erweitern sowie anhand eines Arbeitsmodells und hier vor dem Hintergrund 
elaborierter psychologischer Theorien zu diskutieren. Darüber hinaus sollen relevante 
Phänomene im Forschungszweig des menschlichen Werkzeuggebrauchs demonstriert 
und nicht zuletzt neuartige Aspekte für zukünftige Forschungsvorhaben 
herausgearbeitet werden. 
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1. Introduction 
Over the course of life human beings saw themselves continually confronted with a 
not insignificant range of characteristics of various tools. Indeed, throughout history 
human beings have always been capable of acquiring unique expertise in tool use as 
compared to other life forms. Amongst others, this fact has been playing a crucial role 
for humans being on top of the food chain. However, unknown characteristics of – to a 
certain extend - novel tools still have to be learned all-new, as far as its characteristics 
cannot be inferred from shape or analogies to already existing knowledge. For this 
reason, human beings are equipped with a highly adaptive information processing 
system, characterized by high plasticity and flexibility. 
 In order to give a first introduction, the first chapter of the present dissertation 
will give a general description of cognitive information processing in motor actions 
and motor control. In section 1.1 I will provide daily life examples for psychomotor 
actions and give a scope on previous theoretical considerations and models describing 
the underlying functions of these actions from different theoretical perspectives. In the 
subsequent section (1.2) I will deduct the working hypotheses of the two research 
papers addressed in chapters 2 and 3. 
 
 
1.1 Psychomotor approach of perception and action 
In order to develop a deeper understanding of daily tool use, in the following I want to 
propose notations of the terms distal and proximal action effects first. In the present 
dissertation, proximal action effects are considered as effects within the body space, 
for instance an agent moving a computer mouse on a mouse pad, and distal action 
effects refer to effects outside the body space, for instance the moving cursor on a 
computer screen. Note that this definition is not in accordance with the ideomotor 
theory of action planning (e.g. Greenwald, 1970) or the event-coding framework (e.g. 
Hommel, Müsseler, Aschersleben, & Prinz, 2001). According to these theories, any 
effect of an executed action (i.e. an action effect) is considered as distal event. Using 
the computer mouse example, this would imply both, the proprioceptive feedback of 
the moving hand (computer mouse) as well as the moving cursor on the screen are 
referred to as distal events. In the present context, however, the literature-conform 
usage of the terms distal and proximal would be highly confusing. This is why I 
decided to use both terms with respect to their genuine meaning (proximal (lat.) = 
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near; distal (lat.) = distant, remote). According to these definitions one can say, that in 
tool use proximal action effects are being transformed into distal action effects or vice 
versa. This form of action-effect-transformation demands high standards on the 
agent´s information processing system, especially when unfamiliar or complex 
transformations are in effect. Exemplary for a quite unfamiliar action-effect-
transformation would be the 180° rotation of a computer mouse, leading to the 
inversion of the left-right as well as up-down-relations on the Cartesian X and Y axis, 
respectively. Moreover, the example of minimal invasive laparoscopic surgery 
introduces a comparatively complex action-effect transformation since here, along 
with the above mentioned perturbation on the X and Y axis, the presence of an 
additional dimension (Z axis) impacts the relation of load arm and force arm. Further, 
the locus of the surgery in the patient´s body is covert being displayed on a screen de-
placed beside the surgeon, eminently decoupling the spatial relations between 
proximal and distal action-effects. Nevertheless, due to innumerable successful 
performances under conditions of unfamiliar or complex action-effect-transformations 
the question may arise: How does the human information processing system master 
this demanding computational performance? 
A quite simple approach to this question deals with two unique control 
functions of regulation: closed loop and open loop. The distinctness of these control 
functions is supported by deafference and isolation studies on animals (Delcomyn, 
1980). Whilst open loop stands for the execution of an explicit action plan, closed loop 
is determined by online regulation of the execution of a predefined action plan. In this 
sense Keele and Summers (1976) stated that closed (open) loop is characterized by a 
certain (un-) predictability. Closed loop regulation presumes the calculation of the 
proximal input value (i.e. movement of the hand) deducted from the default tool 
setting (i.e. the relation of the distance between tool or hand and anticipated target 
position), which in turn presumably determines the anticipated movement of the tool. 
The quality of a predefined action essentially depends on the degree of accuracy of the 
inverse model (feedback) as well as the accuracy of the predicted system status (feed-
forward). The system itself is quite error-prone since unforeseeable interference 
affecting the predefined action plan might lead to deviances of the predicted system 
status and hence, inaccurate actions. 
Imagine the scenario of naively surfing the ‘world wide web’ until an 
advertising banner suddenly covers the very area of the screen one actually insists to 
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search for information in. Derived from experience, the automatic intervention – in 
most cases - would be to bring the cursor to the upper right corner of the respective 
banner targeting the tiny icon, i.e. a simple framed “x”,  in order to close down the 
advertisement by clicking at it. In other words, the motor system would execute an 
explicit (open loop) action plan to purposefully move the effector (hand, computer 
mouse) in order to bring the cursor to its predefined goal. Once the cursor has reached 
its point of destination, the icon might unexpectedly happen to shift away in order to 
draw a higher amount of attention towards the advertisement. This situation would 
demand higher processing costs in the form of further cursor adjustments to finally 
catch the icon. That is, a (closed loop) motor plan would be required to actively 
regulate the cursor movement by online control and adjustment. Theoretically 
speaking, in closed loop scenarios the output value (actual position of the effector) is 
being reported back iteratively and subtracted from the initial value (predicted target 
position of the effector). The resulting difference (d) will then be weighted and 
processed for further adjustments during closed loop actions until d equals zero. A 
zero valued d would finally implicate that the (effector) cursor has reached (its target 
position) the close down icon. This is in accordance with Woodworth (1899) who 
claimed that for goal directed movements visual information is important, particularly 
at the end of the movement (closed loop), whereas the previous phase is dominated by 
processes other than visual feedback (open loop). However, tool use is much more 
complex to be thoroughly described via a simple open/closed loop model for action 
control. A comprehensive modelling should rather consider multiple iterative feedback 
loops to fulfil the requirements of multimodal information processing. This approach 
inevitably leads to questions regarding the role each unique modality might play in 
multimodal information processing and beyond that, how the human information 
processing system combines, evaluates and computes different feedback loops. In 
order to address these questions I adapted and expanded a working model proposed by 
Sutter et al. (2013), which will serve as frame for the subsequent empirical parts 1 and 
2 as well as the final discussion (Fig. 1). 
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Figure 1: Proposal for a working model (see also Sutter et al., 2013) of 
multimodal information processing in tool use. For description see text. 
 
 
The working model depicted in Figure 1 illustrates the basic problem of 
multimodal information processing. It proposes that - in tool use - motor commands 
are generated on the basis of the perceived body as well as tool space, entailing a more 
or less appropriate movement of the corresponding proximal effector. The body-
movement manipulates the distal effector resulting in a movement of the tool. This 
implies the need for respective feedback loops in order to process the body as well as 
tool movements, respectively. As shown in Figure 1, information about the body-
movement is fed back to the perceived body space via multiple feedback loops – in the 
form of acoustic (p3 – i.e. mechanical sounds of the effector), visual (p2 – i.e. looking 
peripherally at the acting effector) and proprioceptive (p1 – i.e. gaining proprioceptive 
perception from the moving effector) information. This is also true for information 
about the tool-movement (Fig. 1: d3, d2, d1). A closer look at the working model 
reveals the effects of the body space do not necessarily have to correspond with the 
effects of the tool space. Relevant literature provides broad consensus that the 
proprioceptive movement effect loop is essential for human action control and that the 
anticipation of movement effects is utilised to generate an initial action plan 
(Greenwald, 1970; James, 1890). This paradigm is labelled the ideomotor principle of 
action planning and it states that agents do select, initiate and execute movements by 
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activating the anticipation of the sensory codes for the planned movement effects (for 
an overview see Hommel, Müsseler, Aschersleben, & Prinz, 2001). 
Successful control of tools also requires appropriate feedback about distal 
movement effects (Fig. 1: d3, d2, d1). Referring back to the above (inverted) computer 
mouse scenario, the transformation of body movements into tool movements is often 
nonconforming. For instance, dependent on the particular computer settings the 
translations of computer mouse amplitudes (A) into cursor amplitudes (A’) might be 
perturbed by a constant gain factor x with x ≠ 1. According to the working model 
depicted in Figure 1, d2 (visual information on tool movement) would comprise 
information about A’ whereas p1 (proprioceptive information on body movement) 
would comprise information on A. Since A and A´ do not correspond due to the 
applied gain factor, the entity labelled ‘perceived body/tool’ space has to initiate some 
computational effort in order to form a goal directed motor command anticipating the 
destination of the cursor in a targeted area on the computer screen. 
Approaching this problem from a cognitive point of view, the theory of event 
coding (TEC; Hommel et al., 2001) and the dimensional overlap model (Kornblum, 
Hasbroucq, & Osman, 1990; Kornblum, & Lee, 1995) hold that when perceptual 
stimuli share some features with planned actions, these stimuli can either interfere 
with or foster those actions depending on their conformity. Primarily, dimensional 
overlap is a dichotomous variable describing the mere (miss-) match between stimuli 
and responses along a functionally separable object dimension like size, spatial 
orientation and colour etc. as well as the respective feature codes like ‘short’, ‘vertical’ 
or ‘red’ etc. (see also Treisman, & Gelade, 1980). In much the same way TEC 
(Hommel et al. 2001) can be understood as a global framework for perception and 
action planning since the overall architecture of this theory is formed by a common 
representational domain for perceived events and intended actions, supporting 
perception and action planning. In other words, Hommel et al. (2001) state that 
stimulus representations, which underlie perception and action representations and 
which in turn underlie action planning processes, are being encoded within a common 
cognitive domain. This substantiates the implication that both entities cannot be seen 
as functionally separated stages but as intimately related, paving the way for a wide 
range of interactions between them. That is, processes of perception and action 
planning might interact when the codes they operate on refer to the same kind of 
features of distal events (Hommel et al., 2011), a phenomenon called cross talk. 
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Again, referring back to the computer mouse scenario, for instance, visually tracking 
the perturbed cursor amplitude (visual perception) might result in the activation of the 
respective feature codes of the dimensions horizontal (left to right) and amplitude 
(length = x * gain). However, proprioceptive information on the acting hand 
(manipulating the computer mouse) might result in the activation of the respective 
feature codes of the dimensions horizontal (left to right) and amplitude (length = x). 
How could the system explain that the feature code length = x * gain (horizontal) 
belongs to visual information and not to the proprioceptive information? Hommel et 
al. (2001) generally state, that event codes being represented in the common domain 
exhibit the characteristic to be amodal in the first place. Obviously, a mechanism is 
required to bind the respective feature codes together that have been activated by the 
same event and that will be used to generate a motor action plan. This binding 
mechanism is supposed to be temporary which means that feature codes can exhibit 
both, the characteristics of sensory and motor codes for a specific period of time. In 
order to visualise the binding mechanism, I propose the following extended illustration 
of ‘binding’ depicted in Figure 2, adapted from Hommel et al. (2001). Note, that 
feature representation is supposed to be not distinct within the common domain. The 
separation between visual and proprioceptive events as depicted in Figure 2 is a 
suggestion and meant exemplarily in order to illustrate the phenomenon ‘feature 
overlap’ with respect to temporary binding mechanisms. 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Temporary bindings of feature codes into event 
representations. Event codes refer to features of external stimuli 
or motor features. Perceived stimuli and planned motor actions 
operate on identical codes. For detailed explanation see text.  
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Figure 2 shows possible event files at the common coding level (see also Müsseler, 
1999). In the given example each event file comprises two unique features (f3, f2 vs. 
f4, f5 vs. f6, f7), respectively. However, with respect to one feature f1 events do 
overlap. Consequently, the human processing system might bind the overlapping 
feature f1 into a motor action plan. The outer ellipse describes the common 
representational domain. Referring to the computer mouse scenario f1 might represent 
the feature horizontal while i.e. f2 and f4 might represent the feature amplitude with 
the two disaccording properties length = x vs. length = x * gain.  
Further supporting evidence for the existence of a commonly shared 
representational domain can be derived from neurophysiological studies on macaque 
monkeys (Gallese, Fadiga, Fogassi, & Rizzolatti, 1996). The authors detected mirror 
neurons in monkeys´ premotor cortex being active both, when an action was observed 
or performed. PET studies on human subjects obtained similar findings when 
execution, observation and imagination of grasping movements were compared 
(Rizzolatti, Fadiga, Gallese, & Fogassi, 1996). Since the above theories represent the 
theoretical framework for the present dissertation, in the following they will be 
implemented into the working model and further explained using the example of tool 
use. 
Tool use requires coordinative effort to process proximal and distal action 
effects. In order to shed light on these coordinative-cognitive processes with respect to 
TEC (Hommel et al., 2001), I propose to understand the common representational 
domain (see Fig. 2) as integral element of the working model adopting the role of the 
entity ‘perceived body/tool space’ (Fig. 1). Under this premise, the proprioceptive 
event file (Fig. 2) would bind features received from the proximal feedback loop (Fig. 
1; p1 = proprioception) and the visual event file (Fig. 2) would bind features received 
from the distal feedback loop (Fig. 1; d2 = vision), respectively. This ‘hybrid working 
model’ approach provides a suitable explanation for non-transparent processes going 
on within the black box ‘perceived body/tool space’ (Fig. 1). Beyond this, the hybrid 
working model provides a comprehensive view explaining reactions to stimuli and 
related cognitive processes that seem to work backward in time. Taking this into 
account, the present dissertation dwells on one of the major systematic problems in 
action theories, namely action and perception. In other words, the ‘hybrid working 
model’ can be regarded as functional framework dealing with the chain of cognitive 
information processing stages: A) Encoding of stimulus information (perception) B) 
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Response (action) selection on the basis of available information C) Impact of 
cognitive representation and features of available information on response-quality.  
As to this, the ‘hybrid working model’ describes the relationships between 
perception and action in an appropriate fashion. In line with TEC the hybrid working 
model claims that (perceived) event codes and action codes are able to ‘talk’ to each 
other since they are considered commensurate (see also ‘common coding approach’ by 
Prinz, 1997). From this it can be inferred that these codes are more or less similar to 
each other, as indicated by the depicted overlap (Fig. 2). Derived from the fact that 
both event file 1 and 2 consist of certain features, one could conclude that their feature 
overlap can either cause interference or be beneficial, depending on the respective 
degree of overlap. 
To test for this implication the studies specified in the empirical part of the 
present work employ standardized scenarios that systematically examine variations of 
feature overlap in a continuous replication paradigm. To my best knowledge there is 
still just little evidence with respect to attributes of feature overlap in action and 
perception derived from studies other than sheer stimulus response experiments 
examining compatibility effects as a measure of reaction times or erroneous response 
behaviour. Hence, the novelty of the empirical studies presented in chapters 2 and 3 is 
due to the procedure employed which is referred to as ‘replication paradigm’ having 
participants recall and reproduce former drawn or seen amplitudes under conditions of 
high and low feature overlap. 
 
 
1.2 Discordant distal and proximal information  
The empirical part (chapters 2 and 3) of the present work consists of two research 
papers that will emphasise the processing of sensory codes, derived from both vision 
and proprioception, with respect to their impact on motor actions. In advance, the 
present section 1.2 will roll out relevant literature about the effects of discordant distal 
and proximal information on motor actions and finally deduct the working hypotheses 
surveyed in chapters 2 and 3. 
With reference to tool use feature overlap between perception and intended 
action is often low when sensorimotor transformations are in effect, especially when 
proximal hand movements and intended distal effects do not correspond. It can be 
observed that human movements become slow, inaccurate and strenuous (e.g., 
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Müsseler, & Skottke, 2011; Proctor, Wang, & Pick, 2004; Sutter, Müsseler, & Bardos, 
2011). At the same time, agents are little aware of what their hands are doing, as 
demonstrated by Müsseler and Sutter (2009): Participants produced circular 
movements on a display while their covered hand movements were perturbed either to 
a vertically or horizontally orientated ellipse. When asked to evaluate their hand 
movement participants were unable to perceive the discrepancy between proximal 
hand movements and distal action effects for a wide range of the sensorimotor 
perturbation magnitudes (threshold 1:1.86). Furthermore, Rieger, and colleagues 
(Rieger et al., 2005) found short-term aftereffects of the previous gain following 
sudden gain changes. The authors had participants performing continuous up and 
down movements on a display while their covered hand movements were perturbed to 
shorter, equal or longer amplitudes compared to the cursor amplitude, and vice versa 
in another condition. In six drawing movements the gain factor was 1:1 and 
participants performed a default-amplitude. For another six amplitudes, in some 
conditions a gain change was introduced and hand (cursor) amplitudes appeared 
shorter or longer. This sequence of unperturbed and perturbed trials was repeated 
several times. For perturbed trials gain intensity varied randomly. The main finding 
was that participants compensated for shorter (longer) cursor amplitudes with shorter 
(longer) hand amplitudes as a consequence of the gain changes. That is, in subsequent 
movements the visual cursor motion assimilated hand movements. This aftereffect was 
observed within the first five trials, after that, participants were nearly adapted to the 
gain change. It was further observed that the compensation onset was faster with distal 
than with proximal perturbations. The authors argued information to detect distal 
perturbations was immediately available whereas information to detect proximal 
perturbations had to be accumulated by comparing internally predicted and observed 
visual effects. However, the study done by Rieger, and colleagues (2005) consistently 
involved a closed loop scenario providing both feedback loops vision and 
proprioception, at one time. This design enabled the authors to interpret the found 
aftereffects as a measure of adaptation processes, allowing for a differentiation 
between distal and proximal aftereffects. Opposed to this, the research questions 
addressed in the present dissertation focus on the (in-) accuracy of visual-
proprioceptive information processing and a hypothetical dependence on the amount 
of feature overlap.  
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In the first study a design is introduced that additionally – as compared to the 
one employed by Rieger et al. (2005) - applies an open loop scenario. The design is 
based on a simple replication task introducing high and low feature overlap between 
vision and proprioception. The replication task basically involves trials consisting of 
two phases: In phase 1, participants have to move a pen on a covert digitizer tablet 
(Fig. 1: proprioceptive information on body movement provided (p1), visual 
information on body movement not provided (p2)) in order to move a cursor on a 
display from a start to a target bar (genuine closed-loop task; Fig. 1: visual information 
on tool movement provided (d2)). Subsequently, the movement direction on the 
digitizer tablet has to be inverted in order to reproduce the initially performed hand 
amplitudes (of phase 1) without receiving any visual feedback (open loop; Fig. 1: 
recall of proprioceptive movement effects (p1) and - referring to Fig. 2 - access to 
information encoded within the proprioceptive event). During the experiment, either 
the cursor amplitude (Fig. 1; visual information on tool movement effects (d2)) or the 
hand amplitude (Fig. 1; proprioceptive information on body movement effects (p1)) is 
perturbed so that the respective event files (Fig. 2) differed or matched on the 
dimension amplitude with respect to the feature length (shorter, equal, longer). That is, 
in the condition with perturbed cursor amplitudes, the initial cursor movement is 
shorter or longer than the constant hand motion on the tablet. In those conditions with 
perturbed hand amplitudes, the initial hand movement is shorter, equal to or longer 
than the constant cursor motion on the display (see also Fig. 4). The dependent 
variable is the mean deviation between initial and replicated hand amplitudes. 
The first hypothesis (H1) deducted for Experiment 1 is based on the premise 
that information from both vision as well as proprioception is being encoded in the 
form of enclosed event files (Fig. 2). This leads to the assumption that retrieval from 
one sense might be affected from the other sense. That is, visual information from 
phase 1 could bias motor replications in phase 2 (= aftereffects). These aftereffects 
would represent the interaction between modalities (= cross talk). Cross talk in turn 
could be the same across conditions with perturbed hand or cursor amplitudes 
(homogeneous aftereffects in both conditions = symmetric) or it could differ, showing 
larger manifestations in one condition than in the other (= asymmetric). The latter 
would imply that in the present setting, one of the generated event files (Fig. 2) might 
have a stronger impact on the selection, initiation and execution processes of to-be-
planned movements and, as a consequence, on the resulting motor action. In other 
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words, the first hypothesis investigates if the extend of aftereffects differs between 
proximally and distally perturbed movements (cf. Rieger et al. 2005). 
The second hypothesis (H2) asks for the impact of visual feedback on motor 
performance with respect to the prevalent amount of feature overlap. To test for this 
second hypothesis, in Experiment 1 I further vary the feature overlap between vision 
and proprioception: when participants perform a horizontal movement on the digitizer 
tablet the resulting cursor movement on the screen is rotated by either 0° or 90°, 
condition-wise. I expect reduced aftereffects when feature overlap between vision and 
proprioception is low (90° rotation of visual feedback) and prominent aftereffects 
when feature overlap between vision and proprioception is high (unrotated visual 
feedback). 
The same setting was applied for Experiment 2 with the only difference that 
visual feedback is rotated by 180° (inverse drawing direction). By further rotating the 
visual feedback I assume visual feedback to be highly non-correspondent to 
proprioceptive feedback. In other words, in the third hypothesis (H3) I expect 
aftereffects to disappear when feature overlap between vision and proprioception is 
supposed to have the lowest amount (180° rotation of the visual feedback). 
Analogously to H1 of Experiment 1, the fourth hypothesis (H4) investigates if the 
extend of aftereffects differs between proximally and distally perturbed movements. If 
visual and proprioceptive action effects were independent from each other, then 
replicated hand amplitudes should be very precise, irrespective of the task performed 
in phase 1. 
 
The purpose of the second study is to extend the findings of study 1 by 
contrasting the susceptibility of the proprioceptive as well as the visual modality in 
two experiments.  
In Experiment 1 the same procedure is applied as described in the first study. 
The only difference is that the recall phase requires the condition-wise reproduction of 
both, the initially performed hand amplitude and the initially seen cursor amplitude. 
Again, the recall phase is to be performed without receiving any visual feedback. By 
contrasting these conditions, the second study creates the parameters to distinguishing 
between intra- and inter-modal processing of discrepant visual and proprioceptive 
action effects. The dependent variable is the mean deviation between initial hand 
(cursor) amplitudes and replicated hand amplitudes.  
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The first hypothesis (H1) generally predicts larger aftereffects in the inter-
modal condition than in intra-modal condition. In other words, the retrieval of 
proprioceptive information for the subsequent replication of hand amplitudes is 
expected to be more precise since required information for detection, estimation and 
recall is assumed to be immediately available. On the contrary, information to detect, 
estimate and replicate visual action effects should be accumulated by comparing 
internally predicted and observed visual effects (see also Rieger et al. 2005).  
For intramodal replications the second hypothesis (H2) predicts stronger 
aftereffects for perturbed hand amplitudes than for perturbed cursor amplitudes (= 
replication of asymmetric cross talk as hypothesized in Study 1). For inter-modal 
replications, this asymmetry should occur inversely. That is, aftereffects should be 
more pronounced for inter-modal replications that require the reproduction of 
perturbed cursor amplitudes while hand amplitudes remain constant.  
 
In the first experiment of the second study the intra-modal condition requires 
participants to retrieve proprioceptive information from phase 1 to manually replicate 
the initially performed hand amplitude. In the inter-modal condition, retrieval of visual 
information from phase 1 enables the participants to manually replicate the initially 
seen cursor amplitude. Experiment 2 examines whether the intra- and inter-modal 
recall in a visual replication task will produce the same pattern of aftereffects as 
observed for the motor replication task of the first experiment. The task in phase 1 
remains the same, whereas in phase 2 the motor replication task is replaced by a visual 
replication task. In this specific replication procedure participants are asked to move 
the cursor on the display by pressing the space bar instead of moving the pen on the 
digitizer tablet. Here, intra-modal (inter-modal) recall describes the task of recalling 
visual (proprioceptive) information to visually reproduce the initially seen cursor 
amplitude (performed hand amplitude). Again, the dependent variable is the mean 
deviation between initial hand (cursor) amplitudes and replicated cursor amplitudes.  
Analogously to Experiment 1, but now for the visual sense, in hypothesis 3a 
(H3a), I predict more prominent aftereffects for inter-modal replications than for intra-
modal replications. In other words, the retrieval of (intramodal) visual information for 
the subsequent replication of cursor amplitudes is expected to be more precise because 
the required information for detection, estimation and recall is assumed to be 
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immediately available. On the contrary, information to detect, estimate and replicate 
(inter-modal) proprioceptive action effects should be accumulated by comparing 
internally predicted and observed visual effects (see also Rieger et al. 2005). 
Considering the dominance of the visual sense in hypothesis 3b (H3b), I assume 
aftereffects of proprioception to be absent in intra-modal visual replications, but only 
visual aftereffects in inter-modal visual replications. 
In case, in Experiment 1 of the second study, the amount of aftereffects does 
not differ between conditions with perturbed hand amplitudes and perturbed cursor 
amplitudes, for Experiment  2 two outcomes are likely: I do not expect any differences 
between aftereffects of perturbed cursor amplitudes and perturbed hand amplitudes 
(H4a). On the other hand, if vision predominates action control and if there were no 
aftereffects in intra-modal replications, then increased (decreased) visual variance in 
perturbed cursor (hand) amplitudes of the first phase should lead to prominent (less 
prominent) aftereffects in inter-modal replications (H4b). 
 
In a nutshell, the present work addresses visual and proprioceptive information 
processing using a, at first glance, simple replication task. Against the empirical 
background of TEC (Hommel et al., 2001) the current results allow for a differentiated 
view on intra- and inter-modal information processing as well as beneficial aspects of 
feature-overlap in tool use. The studies are chronologically reported in chapters 2 and 
3 and driven by a-priori hypotheses deducted from current research papers in the field 
of experimental psychology. 
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2. Empirical part 1: Cross talk between proximal and distal action effects 
during tool use (Published in: Journal of Psychology (2012, 220(1), 10-15) 
 
 
2.1 Introduction 
In modern tool use, for instance when operating computer input devices, humans are 
often confronted with two, not necessarily concordant effects of their actions: on the 
one hand they are confronted with bodily related action effects, like the 
kinaesthetic/proprioceptive feedback from a limb’s spatial orientation when 
manipulating the device. On the other hand there are distal action effects, like 
movements of a joystick-controlled avatar in a computer game. Processing discordant 
feedback from the moving hand (proximal effect) and the moving effective part of the 
tool (distal effect) challenges the human information processing system, as this offers 
two (competing) reference frames for action control (for proximal action control see 
ideo-motor principle by James, 1890; Greenwald, 1970). Recent studies on tool use 
(e.g., Kunde, Müsseler, & Heuer, 2007; Massen, & Prinz, 2007; Müsseler, Kunde, 
Gausepohl, & Heuer, 2008; Rieger, Knoblich, & Prinz, 2005; Sutter, 2007), however, 
showed that anticipated visual effects in external space (from the effective part of the 
tool) may fulfil a generative function and play a prominent role in the selection, 
initiation and actual execution of movements, while the anticipated proximal effects 
(from the moving hand) were attenuated or ignored. Nevertheless, proximal action 
effects have an impact on action control. Prinz (1997) introduced a common 
representational domain of perception (afferent part) and intended action (efferent 
part), wherein each code comprises individual feature codes. The common coding 
approach proposes that when perceptual stimuli share some features with planned 
actions, these stimuli can either induce those actions or interfere with them depending 
on their degree of similarity in terms of an overlap of feature codes. 
With reference to tool use feature overlap between perception and intended 
action is often low when sensorimotor transformations are in effect, especially when 
proximal hand movements and intended distal effects do no longer correspond. It can 
be observed that human movements become slow, inaccurate and strenuous (e.g., 
Müsseler, & Skottke, 2011; Proctor, Wang, & Pick, 2004; Sutter, Müsseler, & Bardos, 
2011). At the same time, agents are little aware of what their hands are doing, as 
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demonstrated by Müsseler, and Sutter (2009): Participants produced circular 
movements on a display while their covered hand movements were perturbed either to 
a vertically or horizontally orientated ellipse. When asked to evaluate their hand 
movement participants were unable to perceive the discrepancy between proximal 
hand movements and distal action effects for a wide range of the sensorimotor 
perturbation magnitudes (threshold 1:1.86). Furthermore, Rieger and colleagues 
(Rieger et al., 2005) found short-term aftereffects of the previous gain following 
sudden gain changes. Participants performed continuous up and down movements on a 
display while their covered hand movements were perturbed to shorter, equal or longer 
amplitudes compared to the cursor amplitude (= proximal perturbation), and vice versa 
in another condition (perturbed cursor amplitudes and constant hand amplitude = distal 
perturbation). In six drawing movements the gain factor was 1:1 and participants 
performed a default amplitude. For another six drawing movements, in some 
conditions a gain change was introduced and hand (cursor) amplitudes appeared 
shorter or longer. This sequence of unperturbed and perturbed trials was repeated 
several times. For perturbed trials gain intensity varied randomly. The main finding 
was that participants compensated for shorter (longer) cursor amplitudes with shorter 
(longer) hand amplitudes as a consequence of the gain changes. That means, in 
subsequent movements the visual cursor motion assimilated hand movements. This 
aftereffect was observed within the first five trials, after that, participants were nearly 
adapted to the gain change. It was further observed that the compensation onset was 
faster with distal than with proximal perturbation. 
The purpose of the present study was to further this line of investigation by 
exploring the cross talk between proximal and distal action effects under conditions of 
high and low feature overlap between vision and proprioception. To do so, we used a 
rather simple drawing task in which participants performed a constant (perturbed) 
movement with their covered hand on a digitizer tablet while they received a perturbed 
(constant) visual feedback presented on a display. Subsequently, subjects reproduced 
the former hand amplitude without any visual feedback. Feature overlap between 
proximal and distal action effects was either high, when hand and cursor movement 
direction corresponded, or reduced, when cursor amplitude was rotated. With regard to 
the common coding principle (Prinz, 1997), we hypothesized aftereffects from the 
visually controlled movement with high feature overlap (condition of unrotated visual 
feedback), and a reduction in aftereffects (compared to the unrotated visual feedback) 
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when feature overlap is low (condition of rotated visual feedback). That means that 
replicated hand amplitudes are expected to be more precise when participants become 
aware of the mismatch between vision and proprioception. In this case motor control 
should more depend on the kinaesthetic/proprioceptive than on visual feedback.  
Furthermore, Rieger, and colleagues (2005) found a faster compensation onset 
for distally perturbed movements than for proximally perturbed movements. They 
argued that information to detect distal perturbations was immediately available 
(because visual cursor amplitude changed); whereas information to detect proximal 
perturbations had to be accumulated by comparing internally predicted and observed 
visual effects. Compared to this, we investigated if these mechanisms also influence 
the extent of aftereffects. 
 
 
2.2 Experiment 1 
In order to assess the impact of visual feedback on motor performance we varied the 
feature overlap between vision and proprioception. While participants performed a 
perturbed movement on a digitizer tablet, visual feedback on a display was either 
unrotated or rotated by 90°. We expected reduced aftereffects when feature overlap 
between vision and proprioception was low (visual feedback rotated by 90°) compared 
to high feature overlap (unrotated visual feedback). Furthermore, we investigated if 
the extent of aftereffects differs between proximally and distally perturbed movements 
(cf. Rieger et al., 2005). 
 
 
2.2.1 Method 
Apparatus, task and stimuli. The experiment was carried out in a dimly lit room and 
controlled by an Apple Macintosh computer with MatLab software using the 
Psychophysics Toolbox extension (Kleiner, Brainard, & Pelli, 2007). Figure 3 depicts 
the experimental setup. Participants sat in front of a DIN-A3 digitizer tablet (WACOM 
Intuos2, 100 Hz sampling rate). A fibreboard with a cut out groove was mounted onto 
the digitizer tablet (width and length of the groove: 0.4 cm and 50 cm). To perform 
horizontal strokes on the tablet participants positioned the tip of the pen (WACOM 
Intuos2 Grip Pen) into the groove. An occluder and a curtain prevented direct vision of 
the digitizer tablet and the participant’s hand. The experimental tasks and visual 
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feedback of the hand movements were presented on a 22’’ colour CRT display, with a 
distance of approximately 60 cm between participant and display (Fig. 1, Display A: 
Iiyama HM204DT, Vision Master Pr514, 100 Hz refresh rate, 1024 x 768 pixel). The 
experimenter sat next to participants and monitored their movement trajectories on a 
separate display (Fig. 3, Display B). 
 
 
Figure 3: Sketch of the experimental setup. 
 
Two black bars (rectangles of 0.2 x 0.8 cm each) and a gray circular cursor (diameter 
0.4 cm) appeared on the white screen (Fig. 3). The cursor was positioned onto the start 
bar. The task involved moving the cursor from the start bar to the target bar by 
performing a horizontal movement with the pen. When the cursor had reached the 
target bar, movement direction had to be reversed. Participants were asked to replicate 
the initially performed hand movement as accurately as possible when they moved in 
the opposite direction after the reversal. They did not receive any visual feedback 
during this movement. For the visually guided movements three different gain factors 
perturbed amplitudes (= translational transformation with gain factors 1:0.5, 1:1.0, 
1:1.5). That means, in the condition of distal perturbation (Fig. 4, A and B) cursor 
amplitudes were 6, 12 or 18 cm, while hand amplitudes remained at 12 cm. In the 
condition of proximal perturbation (Fig. 4, C and D) cursor amplitudes remained at 12 
cm, while hand amplitudes were 6, 12 or 18 cm. Furthermore, visual feedback was 
provided either unrotated (Fig. 4, A and C) or rotated by 90° (Fig. 4, B and D). 
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Figure 4: Task, cursor movement (upper line), and hand movement (lower 
line) with distal perturbation (A and B) and proximal perturbation (C and D). 
Visual feedback was unrotated (A and C) or 90°-rotated (B and D). 
 
 
Procedure and design. Participants were randomly assigned to the perturbation 
conditions: eight participants worked with the distal perturbation throughout the 
experiment, another eight participants worked with the proximal perturbation. For 
each group the experiment consisted of four blocks: two blocks with unrotated visual 
feedback and two blocks with 90°-rotated visual feedback. The order of blocks was 
counterbalanced across participants. Each block consisted of 30 trials (three gain 
factors with 10 repetitions each, randomly presented) and another nine trials presented 
in advance of each block in order to familiarize subjects with the task (the same three 
gain factors as used in the experimental trials with three repetitions each, randomly 
presented). We controlled the initial movement direction (from right to left; from left 
to right) across participants: Within each group half of the participants moved 
leftwards and vice versa for the other half of participants. The experiment lasted about 
45 minutes. 
 At the beginning of a trial, the start bar with the cursor and the target bar were 
presented. Participants were instructed to bring the cursor from the start bar to the 
target bar by moving the pen on the tablet. A first click of the pen’s button unlocked 
the cursor, and participants moved the cursor to the opposite target bar while receiving 
continuous visual feedback. When the cursor was positioned within the target area 
participants pressed the button of the pen again. Then the bars and the cursor 
disappeared. Participants had to replicate their initial hand amplitude as accurately as 
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possible without any visual feedback by moving the pen in the opposite direction after 
the reversal. When they thought to have reached their initial starting point they pressed 
the button of the pen a third time to terminate the trial. Subsequently a new trial was 
presented. The instruction stressed to produce a continuous and smooth forward-
backward movement as accurately as possible, and to monitor the hand movement 
carefully. The non-dominant hand rested relaxed on the participant’s lap. 
We used a 2 x 2 x 3 mixed design with the between-subject factor location of 
perturbation (distal vs. proximal), and the within-subject factors translational 
transformation (cursor movement shorter vs. equal vs. longer compared to initial hand 
movement) and rotational transformation (unrotated vs. 90°-rotated visual feedback). 
We analyzed the deviation between the predetermined initial hand amplitude (6, 12, or 
18 cm) and the replicated hand amplitude. Trials were omitted from analysis when the 
initial movement trajectory was non-continuous (with v = 0 within the initial hand 
movement) and/or its direction changed, when the initial movement overshot the 
target area, and when the second button click occurred while the cursor was outside 
the target area. 
 
 
Participants. A total of 16 students (14 female) of the RWTH Aachen University, 
aged from 18 to 36 years (M= 23; SD= 4.6) participated in the experiment for credit in 
a psychology course or for 8€. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal 
vision, were naïve to the purpose of the experiment, and took part voluntarily. 
 
 
2.2.2 Results 
The mean deviation (cm) between the predetermined initial hand amplitude and 
replicated hand amplitude was calculated for error-free trajectories (error rate at 5.7 
%). The deviation was analyzed using a 2 (location of perturbation: distal vs. 
proximal) x 2 (rotational transformation: unrotated vs. 90°-rotated visual feedback) x 3 
(translational transformation: cursor movement shorter vs. equal vs. longer compared 
to initial hand movement) mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA). Separate t-tests 
(between observed deviation and zero) were conducted for gain factor 1:1. We did not 
find any bias (aftereffects) for untransformed movements, except for unrotated 
proximally perturbed movements (t(7) = 3.07; p < 0.05). 
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 Results are depicted in Figure 5. The analysis revealed significant main effects 
for the factors translational transformation (F(2, 28) = 52.03; p < 0.01) and location of 
perturbation (F(1, 14) = 5.05; p < 0.05). For distally perturbed movements replicated 
hand amplitudes were shorter than required when the displayed cursor movement was 
shorter than the initial hand movement, it was very precise when cursor and initial 
hand movement corresponded, and it was longer than required when the cursor 
movement was longer than the initial hand movement (-0.5; 0; 0.6 cm; Fig. 5 squares). 
This pattern was more pronounced for proximally perturbed movements (-0.8; 0.7; 2.4 
cm; Fig. 5 asterisks) than for distally perturbed movements, yielding a significant 
interaction (F(2, 28) = 11.71; p < 0.01). Furthermore, for transformed initial 
movements (cursor amplitude shorter or longer than initial hand amplitude) replicated 
hand amplitudes deviated to a greater extent from the predetermined hand amplitudes 
when visual feedback was unrotated than when it was 90°-rotated (unrotated -0.8 to 
1.6; 90°-rotated -0.6 to 1.4; (interaction: F(2, 28) = 3.18; p = 0.05)). Other effects or 
interactions did not reach significance (p´s > 0.39). 
 
 
Figure 5: Mean deviation (cm) between predetermined initial hand 
amplitude and replicated hand amplitude for distally perturbed 
movements (squares) and proximally perturbed movements (asterisks). 
Visual feedback was unrotated (gray lines) or 90°-rotated (black lines). 
 
 
2.2.3 Discussion 
Results showed the assumed aftereffects from visually controlled movements. 
Subsequent hand amplitudes were shorter (longer) after having perceived a shorter 
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(longer) cursor amplitude, although either the initial hand amplitude or cursor 
amplitude remained constant. However, the impact of visual feedback on subsequent 
movements was asymmetric and more pronounced for proximal perturbations than for 
distal perturbations. Even for proximally unperturbed hand movements a bias was 
observed. It could be argued, that the high variability in hand amplitudes led to an 
increased susceptibility to visual effects. This would be in line with the slower 
compensation onset after gain changes found by Rieger, and colleagues (2005). When 
reducing the feature overlap between proprioception and vision (90° rotation of visual 
feedback) aftereffects decreased. This means, participants were able to replicate their 
initial hand amplitude more precisely when feature overlap was low than when it was 
high. 
 
 
2.3 Experiment 2 
The aim of the present experiment was to further reduce the feature overlap between 
vision and proprioception through rotating the visual feedback by 180° in one 
condition. This meant that leftward movements with the hand resulted in rightward 
movements of the cursor. We expected aftereffects to disappear in this condition. 
Concerning the location of perturbation we expected greater aftereffects for 
proximally perturbed movements than for distally perturbed movements. 
 
 
2.3.1 Method 
Stimuli, procedure and design. Again, we compared conditions with unrotated and 
rotated visual feedback. While procedure and design remained the same as in Exp.1, 
the visual feedback in the rotated condition was presented horizontally inverted (180°-
rotation) with rightward (leftward) movements on the tablet resulting in leftward 
(rightward) movements of the cursor. 
 
 
Participants. Another 16 students (12 female) from 19 to 31 years (M= 22; SD= 3.1) 
voluntarily took part in the experiment for credit in a psychology course or for 8€. 
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2.3.2 Results 
The mean deviation (cm) between predetermined initial hand amplitude and replicated 
hand amplitude was calculated for error-free trajectories (error rate at 5.9 %). As in 
Exp.1 deviation was analyzed using a 2 (location of perturbation: distal vs. proximal) 
x 2 (rotational transformation: unrotated vs. 180°-rotated visual feedback) x 3 
(translational transformation: cursor movement shorter vs. equal vs. longer compared 
to initial hand movement) mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA). Separate t-tests 
(observed deviation vs. zero) were conducted for gain factor 1:1. They did not reveal 
any aftereffects. 
 
 
Figure 6: Mean deviation (cm) between predetermined initial hand 
amplitude and replicated hand amplitude for distally perturbed 
movements (squares) and proximally perturbed movements 
(asterisks). Visual feedback was unrotated (gray lines) or 180°-rotated 
(black lines). 
 
 
Results are depicted in Figure 6. The analysis revealed a significant main effect for the 
factor translational transformation (F(2, 28) = 67.50; p < 0.01). For distally perturbed 
movements replicated hand amplitudes were shorter than required when the cursor 
movement was shorter than the initial hand movement. It was very precise when 
cursor and initial hand movement were equal and longer than required when the cursor 
movement was longer than the initial hand movement (-0.6; 0.2; 0.7 cm; Fig. 6 
squares). Again, this pattern of results was more pronounced for proximally perturbed 
movements (-1.6; 0.1; 2.1cm; Fig. 6 asterisks) than for distally perturbed movements, 
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yielding a significant interaction (F(2, 28) = 17.42; p < 0.01). The factor rotational 
transformation was marginally significant (F(2, 28) = 3.79; p = 0.07), indicating a 
trend that aftereffects disappeared with visual feedback rotated by 180° (unrotated: 0.3 
cm; 180°-rotated: 0 cm). Other effects or interactions did not reach significance (p´s > 
0.40). 
 
 
2.3.3 Discussion 
We replicated a similar pattern of results as observed in Exp.1: Visual cursor motions 
assimilated subsequent hand amplitudes, and aftereffects were more pronounced for 
proximal perturbations than for distal perturbations. However, by further reducing the 
feature overlap between proprioception and vision (180°-rotation of visual feedback) 
aftereffects did not disappear (we only observed a trend). This is against our 
expectations. One explanation might be that we did not, after all, reduce the feature 
overlap in this condition. Effectively, with additional 180°-rotation of the visual 
feedback the direction of the cursor movement exactly matched the direction of the 
hand when replicating the initial movement. Thus, some participants might have 
created a mental image of the initially seen distance supporting its recall. Hence, this 
matching can be interpreted as consistent feature overlap in the sense of the common 
coding principle (Prinz, 1997). Others might have perceived an ambiguity resulting in 
highly variable responses. 
 
 
2.4 General discussion part 1 
The main purpose of the present study was to investigate the cross talk between 
proximal and distal action effects when using tools. As outlined in the introduction, 
proximal action effects (e.g., manipulating a joystick) and distal action effects (e.g., 
movements of an avatar in a computer game) do often not correspond or are even in 
conflict. These discrepancies between the kinaesthetic/proprioceptive feedback and 
distal visual feedback challenge the human information processing system. However, 
the human information processor solves this problem by favouring distal action effects 
while neglecting body-related effects. Theoretical and empirical evidence for this has 
already been provided (e.g., Greenwald, 1970; Hommel et al., 2001; James, 1890; 
Massen, & Prinz, 2007; Rieger et al., 2005). 
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To this end, we asked whether perturbed visual feedback influences motor 
control and to what extent aftereffects in subsequent hand amplitudes are induced. 
Furthermore and based on the common coding principle (Prinz, 1997), we investigated 
whether this is still true for tasks with reduced feature overlap between vision and 
proprioception. In this case we expected reduced aftereffects. That means, subsequent 
hand amplitudes should become more precise since motor control should depend on 
the kinaesthetic/proprioceptive feedback instead of the visual feedback. In total we 
have three main findings to be discussed. 
First, in both experiments we demonstrated that seeing perturbed movements 
on a display led to aftereffects in subsequent hand movements. This finding is new 
since previous studies reporting similar effects used continuous visual feedback 
(genuine closed loop task) with regard to covered hand movements (i.e., Rieger et al., 
2005; Müsseler, & Sutter, 2009). However, our study additionally involved an open 
loop component since hand amplitudes ought to be replicated without any visual 
feedback. Furthermore, in contrast to our investigations, Rieger et al. (2005) focused 
on compensation for and adaptation to gain changes,  Müsseler and Sutter (2009) 
exclusively aimed at body perception with distorted feedback. Thus, our findings can 
be interpreted as proof of cross talk between proximal and distal action effects, since 
visual cursor motions assimilated hand movements. 
Beyond this and second, this cross talk was asymmetric. Aftereffects were 
more pronounced when hand amplitudes varied (while distal effects were constant) 
than when the cursor amplitude varied (while proximal effects were constant). We 
assume that proximal perturbations induced substantial variance in motor behaviour so 
that replications became very susceptible to distal action effects. Thus, the competing 
information loops have to be investigated separately in future experiments. This could, 
for instance, be done by replicating the initial hand amplitude by producing a 
keystroke-controlled line on the display instead of a manual movement on the tablet. 
Third, when reducing the feature overlap between vision and proprioception 
(90°-rotated visual feedback) we found a decrease of aftereffects. This is in line with 
our hypothesis. We assume that motor control depends more on 
kinaesthetic/proprioceptive feedback than on visual feedback when sensorimotor 
transformations are obvious. However, when we rotated the visual feedback by 180° 
aftereffects were still present and statistically indifferent from those observed with 
unrotated visual feedback. A reason for this might be that in both conditions of 
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Experiment 2 some kind of feature overlap existed: For unrotated visual feedback 
movement directions of initial hand and cursor motion were similar, whereas for 180°-
rotated visual feedback movement directions of subsequent hand motion and initial 
cursor motion were the same. Results indicate that participants did not perceive a 
reduction in feature overlap at all. For this reason and in line with the feature overlap 
hypothesis, subsequent experiments should induce visual rotations by 45° or 135° to 
decrease feature overlap. 
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3. Empirical part 2: Intra- and inter-modal integration of discrepant visual 
and proprioceptive action effects (Published in: Experimental Brain Research 
(2013, 4, 457-468) 
 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Tool use in modern technical environments is often characterized by spatial separation 
and distortion between visual and motor action effects. High demands are put on the 
human information processing system to integrate this discrepant information from the 
sensory system, often without actors being aware of it. The ideomotor principle 
(James 1890; Greenwald 1970) represents the idea of action representation with regard 
to the action’s effects. The authors state that each intended action needs a (pre)defined 
goal. As a consequence, planning of goal attainment is modulated by anticipatory 
representations of the intended action effect. According to Greenwald (1970) the 
activation of anticipatory codes moderates the selection, initiation and execution of an 
intended movement. The theory of event coding (TEC, Hommel et al. 2001) furthers 
this approach. Information from the sensory system concerning an action is coded and 
represented within the same domain. As a result of this, action effects and movement 
planning are non-distinct entities. In this vain, in the early 1990s, Prinz already 
proposed that, by means of the common representation, movement production is 
controlled by codes specifying the action goal in extracorporeal space (common 
coding approach; Prinz 1997). TEC further proposes that when perceptual stimuli 
share some features with planned actions (e.g., size or motion direction), these stimuli 
can either foster those actions or interfere with them depending on their similarity, i.e., 
their amount of feature overlap (for an overview see also Hommel et al. 2001). A 
computational approach on this interaction between extracorporeal events and 
cognitive factors dealing with action planning is the idea of a statistically optimal 
visuo–haptic integration, similar to maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE) (Ernst & 
Banks 2002). For each modality, the nervous system estimates the perceptual stimulus 
features. The estimates are corrupted by noise inducing variance to the signal (e.g., 
decreasing visual contrast makes detection of a visual stimulus difficult, and variance 
in responses increases). Multisensory integration follows the principle of minimum 
variance in the combined percept, which means each unified estimate contributes with 
its reciprocal variance to it. 
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Consequently, the total variance of the combined percept is lower than that for each 
unified percept. In this line, visual dominance occurs when lower variance is 
associated with the visual estimations (i.e., high reliability of the visual information) 
than that for the haptic estimations (e.g., Ernst, & Banks 2002; Knoblich, & Kircher 
2004; Kunde et al. 2007; Massen, & Prinz 2007; Reuschel et al. 2010; Rieger et al. 
2005; Sülzenbrück, & Heuer 2009; Takahashi et al. 2009) and the other way round for 
haptic dominance (e.g., Ernst, & Banks 2002; Sutter, & Ladwig 2012; Sutter et al. 
2013). Although multisensory integration is very flexible and adaptive, actions 
become slow and inaccurate when motor and visual information do not correspond 
(e.g., Müsseler & Sutter 2009; Proctor et al. 2004; Sutter et al. 2011). A recent study 
by Ladwig et al. (2012) focused on the accuracy of visual–proprioceptive integration 
and whether the interaction between visual and proprioceptive action effects depended 
on their amount of feature overlap. The setting basically involved trials consisting of 
two phases (Fig. 7, intra-modal conditions only): In phase 1, participants moved a pen 
on a covert digitizer tablet in order to move a cursor on a display from a start to a 
target bar (genuine closed-loop task). Subsequently, they inverted the movement 
direction on the digitizer tablet in order to reproduce the initially performed hand 
amplitudes (of phase 1) without receiving any visual feedback. Additionally, either the 
cursor amplitude or the hand amplitude was perturbed. That is, in the condition with 
perturbed cursor amplitude (Fig. 7A), the initial cursor movement was shorter, equal 
to or longer than the constant hand motion on the tablet. In the condition with 
perturbed hand amplitude (Fig. 7B), the initial hand movement was shorter, equal to or 
longer than the constant cursor motion on the display. The dependent variable was the 
mean deviation between initial and replicated hand amplitudes. If visual and 
proprioceptive action effects were independent from each other, then replicated hand 
amplitudes should be very precise, irrespective of the task in phase 1. Cognitive and 
computational approaches (e.g., Ernst, & Banks 2002; Hommel et al. 2001), however, 
propose a cognitive representation of the action integrating information from both 
senses. If information from both senses was integrated in an event code, retrieval of 
information from one sense might be affected from the other sense, which means 
visual information from phase 1 could bias motor replications in phase 2 (= 
aftereffects). These aftereffects represent the interaction between modalities (= cross 
talk). Cross talk could be the same across conditions with perturbed hand or cursor 
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amplitudes (same amount of aftereffects in both conditions = symmetric) or it could 
differ, being in one condition larger than in the other (asymmetric). 
Results confirmed the latter. In control trials, in which initial cursor and hand 
amplitudes corresponded, replicated hand amplitudes were very precise. However, in 
trials in which they did not correspond, replicated hand amplitudes were shorter than 
required when the initially seen cursor amplitude was shorter than the initially 
performed hand amplitude, and it was longer than required when the initially seen 
cursor amplitude was longer than the initially performed hand amplitude. A 90° 
rotation of cursor amplitudes reduced these aftereffects. This kind of cross talk 
between visual and proprioceptive action effects can be ascribed to the amount of 
overlap of feature codes from both modalities being processed within the same 
cognitive domain (Hommel et al. 2001). Higher feature overlap leads to increased 
cross talk. Furthermore, the cross talk was asymmetric with larger aftereffects in the 
condition with perturbed hand amplitudes compared to the condition with perturbed 
cursor amplitudes. 
 
 
Figure 7: A) Perturbed cursor amplitude (left): In phase 1, the cursor amplitude varied 
by three different gains while the hand amplitude remained constant across trials. The 
subsequent phase 2 required reproducing the initially performed hand amplitude or the 
initially seen perturbed cursor amplitude without any visual feedback. B) Perturbed 
hand amplitude (right): In phase 1, the cursor amplitude remained constant across 
trials, while the hand amplitude varied by three different gains. The subsequent phase 
2 required reproducing the initially perturbed hand amplitude or the initially constant 
cursor amplitude without any visual feedback. 
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The authors argued—in line with the model of multisensory integration by Ernst and 
Banks (2002)—that the perturbation of hand amplitudes increased variance in the 
motor system substantially, so that motor information became less reliable. 
Consequently, visual action effects contributed stronger to the percept than in the other 
condition. As outlined in the above section, former studies examined the influence of 
perturbed cursor amplitude or perturbed hand amplitude on the motor system and were 
able to show that the manual reproduction of former actions was notably susceptible to 
gain changes. The purpose of the present study is to extend these findings by 
contrasting the susceptibility of the proprioceptive as well as the visual modality in 
two experiments. In Experiment 1, we use the same motor replication task as Ladwig 
et al. (2012) did. In one block, we ask participants to replicate the initially performed 
hand amplitude with the pen on the digitizer tablet (intra-modal condition). In another 
block, participants replicate the initially seen cursor amplitude with the pen on the 
digitizer tablet (inter-modal condition). In Experiment 2, we introduce a visual 
replication task. To replicate the initially seen cursor amplitude (intra-modal 
condition) or the initially performed hand amplitude (inter-modal condition), 
participants press a key to control a horizontally moving cursor on the display. The 
intra- and inter-modal comparisons aim to demonstrate the mechanisms of cross talk 
in visual–proprioceptive integration for the motor (Exp. 1) and visual (Exp. 2) 
modalities. 
 
 
3.2 Experiment 1 
Based on Ladwig et al. (2012), we set up a replication task in which participants 
perform constant (perturbed) hand movements with a pen on a digitizer tablet 
receiving perturbed (constant) visual online-feedback on a screen. Subsequently, 
participants are asked to replicate either the initially performed hand amplitude (intra-
modal condition)or the initially seen cursor amplitude (inter-modal condition) without 
receiving any visual feedback (block wise variation). By contrasting these conditions, 
the present study aims at distinguishing between intra- and inter-modal integration of 
discrepant visual and proprioceptive action effects. In Exp. 1, the intra-modal 
condition requires participants to retrieve proprioceptive information from phase 1 to 
manually replicate the initially performed hand amplitude. In the inter-modal 
condition, retrieval of visual information from phase 1 enables the participants to 
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manually replicate the initially seen cursor amplitude. The first hypothesis (H1) 
generally predicts larger aftereffects in the inter-modal condition than in intra-modal 
condition. In other words, the retrieval of proprioceptive information for the 
subsequent replication of hand amplitudes is expected to be more precise because the 
required information for detection, estimation and recall is assumed to be immediately 
available. On the contrary, information to detect, estimate and replicate visual action 
effects has to be accumulated by comparing internally predicted and observed visual 
effects (see also Rieger et al. 2005). Furthermore, when Ladwig et al. (2012) asked the 
participants to replicate initially performed hand movements, the authors observed 
stronger aftereffects with perturbed hand amplitudes (while cursor amplitudes were 
constant) than with perturbed cursor amplitudes (while hand amplitudes remained 
constant). This asymmetric cross talk might have resulted from motor information 
becoming less reliable in this condition (cf. Ernst and Banks 2002). Thus, the second 
hypothesis (H2) predicts for intra-modal replications stronger aftereffects for 
perturbed hand amplitudes than for perturbed cursor amplitudes (= replication of 
asymmetric cross talk found by Ladwig et al. 2012). For inter-modal replications, this 
asymmetry should occur inversely: Aftereffects should be more pronounced for inter-
modal replications that require the reproduction of perturbed cursor amplitudes while 
hand amplitudes remain constant. That is, on the one hand, visual information has to 
be accumulated by comparing internally predicted and observed visual effects. On the 
other hand, perturbed visual information leads to higher variance in visual 
information, so that visual information contributes less and proprioceptive information 
contributes more to the percept. 
 
 
3.2.1 Method 
Apparatus, task and stimuli. The experiment was carried out in a dimly lit room and 
controlled by an Apple Macintosh computer running MatLab software with the 
Psychophysics Toolbox extension (Kleiner et al. 2007). Figure 3 depicts the 
experimental setup. Participants were positioned in front of a DIN-A3 digitizer tablet 
(WAC OM Intuos2, 100 Hz sampling rate) holding a pen in their dominant right hand 
while the nondominant left hand rested on their lap. A fibreboard with a cut-out 
groove was mounted onto the digitizer tablet (width and length of the groove 4 and 
500 mm). To perform horizontal strokes on the tablet, participants moved the tip of the 
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pen (WAC OM Intuos2 Grip Pen) in the groove. An occluder with a curtain prevented 
direct vision of the digitizer tablet and the participant’s right hand. The experimental 
tasks and visual feedback of the hand movements were presented on a 22″ colour CRT 
display, with a distance of approximately 600 mm between the participant and display 
(Fig. 3, Display A: Iiyama HM204DT, Vision Master Pr514, 100 Hz refresh rate, 
1,024 × 768 pixel). The experimenter sat next to the participants and monitored the log 
file providing information about participant’s performance on a separate display (Fig. 
3, Display B). 
In phase 1 of each trial, two black bars (rectangles of 2 × 8 mm each) and a 
gray circular cursor (diameter 4 mm) appeared on the white screen (Fig. 7, Phase 1). 
The cursor was positioned onto the right bar, and the task in phase 1 required moving 
it to the bar on the far side as accurately as possible by moving the pen leftward along 
the groove on the digitizer tablet. When the cursor had reached the left bar, phase 2 
started: The screen turned blank, and participants had to move the pen back—
rightward—without any visual feedback (Fig. 7, Phase 2). In one block, the task in 
phase 2 required reproducing the initially performed hand amplitude as accurately as 
possible. In another block, the task in phase 2 required reproducing the initially seen 
cursor amplitude as accurately as possible. The start position of the cursor on the left 
side inverted the movement directions. 
In phase 1, the relation between cursor amplitude and hand amplitude was 
perturbed by three different gain factors. Figure 7A (left) depicts the task for perturbed 
cursor amplitudes while the hand amplitude remained constant at 120 mm across 
trials. The applied gain factors (1:1.5, 1:1.0, 1:0.5) resulted in cursor amplitudes of 
180, 120 or 60 mm, so that the cursor amplitude was longer, equal to or shorter than 
the hand amplitude. In phase 2, when participants were instructed to replicate the 
initially performed hand amplitude, the reproduction required moving the pen by 120 
mm. Thus, the motor reproduction in phase 2 required the recall of the motor 
information from phase 1 (intra-modal), while the visual information from phase 1 
was irrelevant for solving the task and had to be ignored. And the other way round in 
phase 2, when participants were instructed to replicate the initially seen cursor 
amplitude, the recall required moving the pen by 180, 120 or 60 mm. Motor recall in 
phase 2 required the reproduction of visual information from phase 1 (inter-modal), 
while the motor information from phase 1 was irrelevant and had to be ignored. Figure 
7B (right) depicts the task for perturbed hand amplitudes while the cursor amplitude 
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remained constant at 120 mm across trials. The applied gain factors (1:1.5, 1:1.0, 
1:0.5) resulted in hand amplitudes of 180, 120 or 60 mm, so that the hand amplitude 
was longer, equal to or shorter than the cursor amplitude. In phase 2, when participants 
were instructed to replicate the initially performed hand amplitude (intra-modal), the 
reproduction required moving the pen by 180, 120 or 60 mm. In the inter-modal 
condition, when participants were instructed to reproduce the initially seen cursor 
amplitude, the reproduction required to move the pen by 120 mm. 
 
 
Procedure and design. Participants (N = 18) were randomly assigned to the 
perturbation conditions: Nine participants ran through the condition of perturbed 
cursor amplitudes (Fig. 7A, left), and the other nine participants ran through the 
condition of perturbed hand amplitudes (Fig. 7B, right). 
For each group, the experiment consisted of four blocks: Blocks 1 and 2 
involved reproducing the hand amplitude (intra-modal). In block 1, the movement 
direction in phase 1 was from right to left and in phase 2 from left to right. In block 2, 
the movement directions were reversed (not depicted). The order of movement 
direction blocks was counterbalanced across participants. Blocks 3 and 4 involved 
reproducing the cursor amplitude (inter-modal). In block 3, the movement direction in 
phase 1 was from right to left and in phase 2 from left to right. In block 4, reversed 
movement directions were required (not depicted). The order of movement direction 
blocks was counterbalanced again across the participants. Half of the participants 
within each group started with cursor amplitude replications and the other half with 
hand amplitude replications. Each block consisted of 45 trials (three gain factors with 
15 repetitions each, randomly presented), and another nine trials presented in advance 
of each block in order to familiarize subjects with the task (the same three gain factors 
as used in the experimental trials with three repetitions each, randomly assigned). The 
experiment lasted about 45 min. Before a block started, participants were instructed to 
move as accurately as possible and to produce continuous and smooth forth and back 
movements with the pen without interrupting. In the blocks of hand amplitude 
replications, they were further instructed to reproduce the initially performed hand 
amplitude in phase 2 as accurately as possible and to monitor their hand motion in 
phase 1 carefully. In the blocks of cursor amplitude replications, they were instructed 
to reproduce the initially seen cursor amplitude in phase 2 as accurately as possible 
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and to monitor the cursor motion in phase 1 carefully. At the beginning of each trial, 
the cursor as well as the start and target bar was presented on the screen. Participants 
were instructed to move the cursor from the start to the target bar by moving the pen 
on the tablet. A first click of the pen’s button unlocked the cursor, and participants 
moved it to the opposite target bar while receiving continuous visual feedback. When 
the cursor was positioned on the target bar, participants pressed the pen’s button a 
second time. Then, both bars as well as the cursor disappeared, and participants started 
the replication of the hand or the cursor amplitude—depending on the condition—by 
reversing the movement direction with the pen. When they thought to have reproduced 
the required amplitude, they finally pressed the pen’s button to terminate the trial. 
Subsequently, a new trial was presented. 
The experiment was based on a 2 × 2 × 3 mixed design with the between-
subject factor perturbed amplitude (cursor vs. hand amplitude), and the within-subject 
factors replicated amplitude (cursor vs. hand amplitude replications) and gain (to-be-
replicated movement shorter vs. equal vs. longer compared to the irrelevant 
amplitude). Trials were considered as erroneous and omitted from analyses when the 
initial movement trajectory was non-contiguous (with v = 0 within the initial hand 
movement) and/or its direction changed, when the initial movement overshot the 
target area, when the second button click occurred while the cursor was outside the 
target area and when the observed replicated amplitude was shorter than or equal to 10 
mm. 
 
 
Participants. A total of 18 students (17 female) of the RWTH Aachen University, 
aged from 18 to 29 years (M = 23.3; SD = 3.1), volunteered for the experiment. All 
participants were right handed, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were 
naïve with respect to the purpose of the experiment. 
 
 
3.2.2 Results 
Mean deviations (in mm) between to-be-replicated amplitudes and observed replicated 
amplitudes were calculated for error-free trials (error rate at 4.6 %). Fig. 8 depicts the 
results for blocks with perturbed cursor amplitudes and perturbed hand amplitudes. 
The ANOVA revealed a significant main effect for the factor gain [F(2,32) = 220.30; 
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p < 0.01, η2 = 0.93] and a significant interaction with the factor replicated amplitude 
[F(2,32) = 38.34; p < 0.01, η2 = 0.71]. A trend was observed for the interaction 
between the factors replicated amplitude and perturbed amplitude [F(1, 16) = 3.19; p < 
0.10, η2 = 0.17]. Other main effects or interactions did not reach significance (p > 
0.33). For replicated hand amplitudes (Fig. 8, black and gray triangles), performance 
was quite accurate when in phase 1 the relation between hand and cursor amplitude 
was 1:1 [M = 3 mm; t(17) = 1.77; p < 0.1]. When in phase 1 the hand amplitude was 
shorter than the cursor amplitude, replications of hand amplitudes significantly 
overshot [M = 12 mm; t(17) = 5.18; p < 0.001]. When in phase 1 the hand amplitude 
was longer than the cursor amplitude, replications of hand amplitudes significantly 
undershot [M = −9 mm; t(17) = −5.67; p < 0.001]. For replicated cursor amplitudes 
(Fig. 8, black and gray squares), performance was also quite accurate when in phase 1 
the relation between hand and cursor amplitude was 1:1 [M = 0.5 mm; n.s.].  
 
 
Figure 8: Experiment 1. Mean deviation (mm) of hand amplitude replications 
(triangles) and cursor amplitude replications (squares) as a function of gain. The 
zero line indicates optimal replications. Left Deviations of blocks with perturbed 
cursor amplitudes. Right Deviations of blocks with perturbed hand amplitudes. 
 
 
When in phase 1 the cursor amplitude was shorter than the hand amplitude, 
replications of cursor amplitudes significantly overshot [M = 29 mm; t(17) = 10.48; p 
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< 0.001]. When in phase 1 the cursor amplitude was longer than the hand amplitude, 
replications of cursor amplitudes significantly undershot [M = −31 mm; t(17) = −7.29; 
p < 0.001]. 
 
 
3.2.3 Discussion 
In Exp. 1, we observed significant deviations in phase 2 when visual and motor 
information in phase 1 did not correspond. We interpret these as short-term 
aftereffects induced by cross talk between visual and proprioceptive action effects. In 
line with H1, these aftereffects were more pronounced in cursor amplitude replications 
(inter-modal recall), when visual information from phase 1 had to be recalled to 
program a motor response in phase 2, than in hand amplitude replications (intra-modal 
recall). The results seem to confirm that intra-modal replications are fostered by 
anticipatory representations of the intended action effect. These match the initially 
performed hand amplitude, so that proprioceptive information to estimate and replicate 
the hand action is immediately available (Rieger et al. 2005). When visual information 
from phase 1 has to be recalled and translated into a motor program (inter-modal 
replication), it seems absolutely reasonable (cf. Hommel et al. 2001) that this 
translation makes visual recall very susceptible to interference from proprioceptive 
feedback. 
H2 could not be confirmed. The main effect of the factor perturbed amplitude 
and the interactions with the factors replicated amplitude and gain did not reach 
significance. In intra-modal conditions, hand amplitude perturbations did not cause 
larger aftereffects than did cursor amplitude perturbations, and this effect did not 
invert in inter-modal conditions. Remember that we assumed that performing varying 
hand amplitudes in the intra-modal condition increased variance in the motor system 
(in contrast to performing constant hand amplitudes), so that motor information would 
contribute less and visual information would contribute more to the percept in hand 
amplitude perturbations than in cursor amplitude perturbations and the other way 
round for inter-modal replications. In contrast to the former study by Ladwig et al. 
(2012), visual information has to be recalled in the present study as well when the 
participants are asked to replicate the cursor amplitude in one block. It could be that 
visual feedback plays a more prominent role and cancels out the formerly found 
asymmetric cross talk. 
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3.3 Experiment 2 
Experiment 2 will clarify whether the intra- and inter-modal recall in a visual 
replication task will produce the same pattern of aftereffects as observed for the motor 
replication task. The task in phase 1 remains the same, but in phase 2 the motor 
replication task is replaced by a visual replication task. Participants are now asked to 
move the cursor on the display by pressing the space bar instead of moving the pen on 
the digitizer tablet. In Exp. 2, intra-modal (inter-modal) recall describes the task of 
recalling visual (proprioceptive) information to visually reproduce the initially seen 
cursor amplitude (performed hand amplitude). Concerning intra- versus inter-modal 
aftereffects, two alternative hypotheses are likely: (a) Comparable to Exp. 1, we 
predict more prominent aftereffects in inter-modal replications than in intra-modal 
replications (H3a). Analogous to Exp. 1, but now for the visual sense, the recall of 
visual information for reproducing initially seen cursor amplitudes is expected to be 
most precise because required information for detection, estimation and recall is 
assumed to be immediately available. On the other hand, information to detect, 
estimate and replicate proprioceptive action effects has to be accumulated by 
comparing internally predicted and observed proprioceptive effects (Rieger et al. 
2005). (b) Considering the dominance of the visual sense, it could also be that we will 
not find any aftereffects of proprioception in intra-modal visual replications, but only 
visual aftereffects in inter-modal visual replications (H3b). 
Furthermore, in Exp. 1, the amount of aftereffects did not differ between 
conditions with perturbed hand amplitudes and perturbed cursor amplitudes. For Exp. 
2, two outcomes are likely: In line with Exp. 1, we expect no differences between 
aftereffects of perturbed cursor amplitudes and perturbed hand amplitudes (H4a). On 
the other hand, if vision predominates action control and if there are no aftereffects in 
intra-modal replications, then increased (decreased) visual variance in perturbed 
cursor (hand) amplitudes should lead to prominent (less prominent) aftereffects in 
inter-modal replication (H4b). 
 
 
3.3.1 Method 
Stimuli, design and procedure. These were the same as in Exp. 1 except for the 
replication task. In Exp. 1, participants were instructed to reproduce initially seen or 
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performed amplitudes of phase 1 by moving the pen on the digitizer tablet in phase 2. 
This motor task in phase 2 was replaced by a visual replication task. 
For that, a keyboard was placed on top of the occluder. In phase 1, participants 
operated the pen with their dominant right hand, and in phase 2, they controlled the 
keyboard’s space bar with the index finger of their non-dominant left hand. Figure 9 
depicts the task setting for perturbed cursor amplitudes (Fig. 8A, left) and perturbed 
hand amplitudes (Fig. 9B, right). As in Exp. 1, participants unlocked the cursor by 
pressing the pen’s button, moved the cursor from the start position to the opposite 
target bar and pressed the pen’s button again (phase 1). After that, the two bars 
disappeared from the screen, and the cursor remained visible at its final position. 
Pressing the space key of the keyboard controlled the cursor on the screen and 
produced a linear cursor motion in the opposite direction (back to the initial start 
position). In advance of each block, participants were instructed to reproduce the 
initially seen cursor amplitude or the initially performed hand amplitude.  
 
 
Figure 9: A) Perturbed cursor amplitude: In phase 1, the cursor amplitude varied by 
three different gains while the hand amplitude remained constant across trials. The 
subsequent phase 2 required reproducing the initially perturbed cursor amplitude or 
the initially constant hand amplitude by moving a cursor on the screen via key-press. 
B) Perturbed hand amplitude: In phase 1, the hand amplitude varied by three different 
gains while the cursor amplitude remained constant across trials. The subsequent 
phase 2 required reproducing the initially constant cursor amplitude or the initially 
perturbed hand amplitude by moving a cursor on the screen via key-press. 
 
Thus, participants pressed the space key until they thought the reproduced cursor 
amplitude matched the initially seen or performed amplitude. Visual replications of 
cursor amplitudes in phase 2 now required recall of visual information from phase 1 
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(intra-modal). Visual replications of hand amplitudes in phase 2 now required recall of 
motor information from phase 1 (inter-modal). 
 
 
Participants. Another 16 students (11 female) of the RWTH Aachen University, aged 
from 20 to 38 years (M = 24.13; SD = 4.9), volunteered for the experiment. All 
participants were right handed, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were 
naïve with respect to the purpose of the experiment. 
 
 
Figure 10: Experiment 2. Mean deviation (mm) of cursor amplitude replications 
(squares) and hand amplitude replications (triangles) as a function of gain. The zero 
line indicates optimal replications. Left Deviations of blocks with perturbed cursor 
amplitudes. Right Deviations of blocks with perturbed hand amplitudes. 
 
 
3.3.2 Results 
Again, mean deviations (in mm) between to-be-replicated amplitudes and observed 
replicated amplitudes were calculated for error-free trials (error rate at 3.9 %). 
Deviations were analyzed using a 2 × 2 × 3 mixed ANOVA. Figure 10 depicts the 
results for blocks with perturbed cursor amplitudes (left) and perturbed hand 
amplitudes (right). The ANOVA revealed significant main effects for the factors gain 
[F(2, 28) = 107.24; p < 0.001, η2 = 0.89] and replicated amplitude [F(1, 14) = 13.61; p 
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< 0.01, η2 = 0.5]. The interaction between gain and replicated amplitude was also 
significant [F(2, 28) = 91.33; p < 0.001, η2 = 0.87]. The factor gain also interacted 
significantly with the factor perturbed amplitude [F(2, 28) = 11.89; p < 0.001, η2 = 
0.46]. The three-way interaction between the factors replicated amplitude, perturbed 
amplitude and gain [F(2, 28) = 21.71; p < 0.001, η2 = 0.61] also reached significance. 
Other effects or interactions did not reach significance (p’s > 0.47). 
The three-way interaction can be ascribed to differently pronounced 
aftereffects in the inter-modal condition: In blocks with perturbed cursor amplitude 
(Fig. 10, black triangles 18.3, −16.6, −57.9 mm), aftereffects were more pronounced 
than in blocks with perturbed hand amplitudes (Fig. 10, gray triangles 1.8, −15.8, 
−30.5 mm). On the other hand, in intra-modal conditions (Fig. 10, black squares 7.1, 
7.5, 7.6 mm and gray squares 5.6, 2.3, −0.1 mm), there were no aftereffects at all, 
except a slight inaccuracy across all conditions. Post hoc tests showed significant 
overshoots for intra-modal replications with perturbed cursor amplitudes [M = 7.1 
mm, t(7) = 4.33, p < 0.01; M = 7.5, t(7) = 4.29, p < 0.01; M = 7.6 mm, t(7) = 3.95, p < 
0.01]. Intra-modal replications with perturbed hand amplitude overshot only 
significantly when in phase 1 the cursor amplitude was shorter than the hand 
amplitude [M = 5.6 mm, t(7) = 2.86, p < 0.05; M = 2.3 mm and M = −0.1 mm, n.s.]. 
Inter-modal replications with perturbed cursor amplitudes were quite accurate when in 
phase 1 the relation between hand and cursor amplitude was 1:1 [M = −16.6 mm, t(7) 
= −2.13, p < 0.10], but significantly overshot/undershot when in phase 1 the hand 
amplitude was shorter/longer than the cursor amplitude [M = 18.3 mm, t(7) = 2.77, p < 
0.05 and M = −57.9 mm, t(7) = −7.02, p < 0.01]. 
For perturbed hand amplitudes, inter-modal replications were quite accurate 
when in phase 1 hand amplitudes were shorter than or equal to cursor amplitudes [M = 
1.8 mm, n.s. and M = −15.8 mm, t(7) = 2.17, p < 0.10], and significantly undershot 
when in phase 1 hand amplitudes were longer than cursor amplitudes [M = −30.5 mm, 
t(7) = −4.90; p < 0.01]. 
 
 
3.3.3 Discussion 
In Exp. 2, we found severe aftereffects in inter-modal replications, which means when 
proprioceptive information from phase 1 had to be recalled for the visual reproduction 
of the hand amplitude in phase 2, visual information from phase 1 interfered 
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replications considerably. The recall of intra-modal visual information, however, was 
totally unaffected by proprioceptive information from phase 1, so that we did not find 
any aftereffects in intra-modal replications. The results confirmed hypothesis H3b and 
demonstrated that visual action effects not only predominate but also solely controlled 
visual actions. Furthermore, for inter-modal replications, we found reduced 
aftereffects for perturbed hand amplitudes than for perturbed cursor amplitudes. This 
result confirmed hypothesis H4b. However, inter-modal replications were quite 
inaccurate with a general bias to undershoot in phase 2. One reason for this could be 
an inefficient spatial representation and translation of the proprioceptive information 
from phase 1. Another more apparent reason could be the design of the visual 
replication task. Pressing and holding the space bar set the cursor into motion. Cursor 
acceleration and velocity were constant, and participants had no control concerning 
the ballistics. Thus, cursor ballistics in phase 2 differed considerably from the 
manual/visual temporal– spatial patterns of phase 1, and participants reported the 
cursor motion in phase 2 of being less fast. The shortened cursor amplitude in phase 2 
indicates that participants concentrated more on reproducing the temporal pattern of 
phase 1 than the spatial ones. A more direct approach to control for this in future 
experiments would be by using eye gaze for the visual replication task. Nevertheless, 
present findings demonstrated reduced aftereffects for inter-modal replications with 
perturbed hand amplitudes. 
 
 
3.4 General discussion part 2 
Recent studies (Ladwig et al. 2012; Rieger et al. 2005; Sülzenbrück and Heuer 2009) 
found short-term and long-term aftereffects in manual actions resulting from 
discrepancies between proprioceptive feedback and visual feedback. The aim of the 
present study was to further examine short-term aftereffects in the motor (Exp. 1) and 
visual modality (Exp. 2). Additionally, the direction of cross talk between 
proprioceptive and visual action effects was investigated. In line with TEC (Hommel 
et al. 2001), we assumed that information from both senses is represented in the same 
domain and is therefore likely to affect each other. Thus, apart from the often-
confirmed visual dominance in multisensory integration, we asked about intra- and 
inter-modal recall of either proprioceptive information or visual information and 
whether there was a difference between the motor and visual modality. 
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First, in Exp. 1, we observed a general interference from discrepant 
proprioceptive and visual information in terms of aftereffects in motor replications. 
When the to-be-replicated amplitude was shorter (longer) than the irrelevant 
amplitude, participants undershot (overshot), while replications were quite accurate for 
equal action effects. This pattern successfully replicates findings by Ladwig et al. 
(2012). The aftereffects can be interpreted in line with cognitive approaches (Hommel 
et al. 2001; Prinz 1997) as multisensory cross talk within the event code. 
Second, focusing on which information had to be recalled in the replication 
phase, intra-modal replications showed fewer aftereffects than inter-modal replications 
(Fig. 8). A reason for this could be that in inter-modal replications visual information 
has to be translated into a motor action. This translation process could make the whole 
action more susceptible to irrelevant proprioceptive information, while in intra-modal 
replications, proprioceptive information is immediately available for the replication 
and irrelevant visual information can be totally ignored (Berkenblit et al. 1995; 
Adamovich et al. 1998).  
In Exp. 2, we asked whether this cross talk would also apply for a visual 
replication task. Phase 1 was identical to Exp. 1. In phase 2, participants now received 
visual feedback and were asked to replicate the initially performed cursor amplitude 
on the display by moving the cursor via key-press (visual modality, intra-modal 
replication). Discrepant feedback in phase 1—i.e., proprioceptive interference from 
the initially performed hand amplitude—might (or due to visual dominance might not) 
cause aftereffects in phase 2. For inter-modal replications, however, visual 
interference from the initially seen cursor amplitude should cause large(r) aftereffects 
when participants were asked to replicate the initially performed hand amplitude. 
Contrary to Exp. 1, we did not find any aftereffects in intra-modal replications. It 
seems that the visual sense completely overrules proprioceptive information. This 
means in comparison with Exp. 1 that visual information interferes with the intra-
modal recall of proprioceptive information in motor replications, but not the opposite. 
This finding once more supports the visual dominance in action control and shows that 
the visual sense does not only attenuate the impact of proprioceptive information 
(Knoblich, & Kircher 2004; Müsseler, & Sutter 2009; Wang et al. 2012), but in some 
conditions, vision seems to be completely immune to discrepant proprioceptive 
feedback (cf. Mechsner et al. 2001). For inter-modal replications in the visual domain, 
aftereffects were as large as for inter-modal replications in the motor domain, despite 
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the general inaccuracy in the visual domain. Apart from methodological constraints 
discussed in Exp. 2, it could be that those inter-modal visual replications ended up 
without passing the former starting point of the initially seen cursor movement. 
However, in order to replicate the initial hand amplitude accurately, passing the 
initially seen starting point would have been necessary. A reason for this bias might be 
that participants evolved strategies to perform the replication, which might involve 
visual markers on the screen in the form of an after image of the start bar. This after 
image may serve as a kind of virtual anchor or borderline. Furthermore, the visual 
starting point of the cursor almost matched the starting point of the hand movement. 
This might consolidate the virtual anchor and hence a certain inhibition to pass it. 
Future experiments should control for that by spatially uncoupling the cursor start 
position in phase 2 from the cursor end position in phase 1. 
We further investigated the impact of the locus of perturbation in phase 1 on 
aftereffects in phase 2. Ladwig et al. (2012) found larger aftereffects for perturbed 
hand amplitudes (with constant cursor amplitudes) than for perturbed cursor 
amplitudes (with constant hand amplitude) in their intra-modal manual replication 
task. They argued that perturbed hand amplitudes increased variance in proprioception 
and that this made motor replications more susceptible to visual action effects. 
However, this was not replicated in the present study. The asymmetry of aftereffects 
only occurred within the visual domain (inter-modal replications), but not in the other 
conditions. We assume that in our setting manual replications of hand and cursor 
amplitude increased variance in both sensory systems and that this cancelled the 
asymmetry effect out in Exp. 1. However, in the visual modality (Exp. 2) constant 
cursor amplitudes in phase 1 reduced aftereffects in inter-modal replications. This 
makes perfect sense, if vision predominates action control and if there are no 
aftereffects in intra-modal replications, then the interference of (predominant) visual 
information should be larger for variable cursor amplitudes than for constant ones. 
Finally, we want to discuss some methodological aspects concerning the 
second trial phase that should be taken into account for future studies. In Exp. 1, the 
motor replication task involved a motor action of the dominant hand, with the tablet 
and hand obscured from sight. In Exp. 2 the key-press of the visual replication task 
was done with the nondominant hand on the keyboard located on top of the occluder 
(above the tablet), and with the keyboard and nondominant hand visible. We 
established this task design to make the manual action involved in the visual 
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replication task most distinctive from that in phase 1. As we discussed above, we 
believe that the most direct approach on visual replication would be by eye gaze 
measured with an eye-tracking system. This would also control for possible confounds 
from manual motor action in phase 2. 
To sum up, the present findings demonstrated the interaction between visual 
and proprioceptive action effects represented within the same cognitive domain (Ernst, 
& Banks 2002; Hommel et al. 2001). Mechanisms of integration were found to be 
dependent on the output modality. Visual action effects interfered with the motor 
modality, but proprioceptive action effects did not have any effects on the visual 
modality. However, inter-modal integration was more susceptible to interference, and 
this was found to be independent from the output modality. Tool use is one field of 
application of these kinds of results, since the optimized integration of conflicting 
action effects is a precondition for using tools successfully. 
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4. General discussion and prospect 
The present work attempts to provide insight into the systematics of how the 
sensorimotor system manages to bind and further processes information received from 
different modalities using the example of tool use. Due to the increasing degree of 
(task-) complexity caused by the fast growing technologisation, there is an intense 
need for answers to equivalently rising questions on the underlying human 
mechanisms being prerequisite for successful tool use. However, this thesis does not 
claim to holistically explicate the vast complexity of the nature of cognitive 
mechanisms being inherent to tool use. It rather illuminates a niche of cognitive 
processes relevant for effective target-oriented actions that require a - to a certain 
extend - flawless interaction of the (various) modalities involved (see Fig. 1). Hence, 
the presented studies asked for the respective roles each unique modality might play in 
multimodal information processing. For instance former studies examined the 
influence of perturbed cursor or hand amplitudes on action execution and showed that 
manual reproductions of former actions seem to be notably susceptible to gain 
changes. The studies presented in the above empirical section aimed to extend these 
findings by examining the susceptibility of both the proprioceptive as well as the 
visual modality in four experiments. Results confirmed the interdependence of both 
modalities and gave support for the assumption that the respective fed back 
information seems to be encoded and further processed within a common 
representational domain (Hommel et al., 2001). However, responsible cognitive 
processes seem to be subject to boundary conditions, as performance varies in 
accordance with introduced alterations in perception-action feedback. For a deeper 
understanding, in the following I will explicate three major boundary conditions 
described in the empirical parts of the present work and relate them to the ‘internal’ 
part of the working model (Figure 11). 
 
First, when feature overlap between vision and proprioception was high I found 
prominent aftereffects in contrast to when it was low (0° vs. 90° rotation of visual 
feedback). However, when the visual feedback was rotated by 180° aftereffects where 
still present but statistically indifferent from those observed with unrotated visual 
feedback. In other words, with extreme differences between proprioception and action 
(90° rotation of visual feedback), tool users seem to specifically rely on proprioceptive 
information (Fig. 11; proprioceptive event) while visual information (Fig. 11; visual 
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event) seems to be attenuated. That is, in this scenario the proprioceptive and the 
visual event (Fig. 11) do not overlap concerning the feature ‘spatial orientation,’ 
which is horizontal for proprioceptive information (Fig. 11; i.e. f2) and vertical for 
visual information (Fig. 11; i.e. f4). This makes perfect sense, because if information 
from both vision and proprioception were equally ranked, they would be constantly 
interfering with each other (see also Sutter et al., 2013). But how come the scenario 
with introduced 180° rotation of the visual feedback did not lead to decreased 
aftereffects? This might be due to the fact, that in this scenario, the proprioceptive and 
the visual event (Fig. 11) show up an intersection concerning the feature ‘orientation’ 
which is horizontal for both proprioceptive and visual information (Fig. 11; i.e. both 
f1). Possibly the introduced rotation might have exceeded a to-be-defined threshold 
leading to observed lack of decreased aftereffects. Hence, future research should 
introduce stepwise visual rotations (i.e. from 0° to 180° using i.e. 5° steps) in order to 
examine this hypothetical threshold in scenarios with high and low feature overlap. 
 
 
Figure 11: Illustration of the common representational 
domain. The green ellipse exemplarily stands for the 
proprioceptive event code. The transparent gray ellipse to 
the right exemplarily stands for the visual event code. 
While the first event encodes features retrieved 
proprioceptive information on the body movement, the 
second event encodes features retrieved visual 
information on the tool movement. As illustrated through 
the additional vertically oriented gray ellipse, perceptual 
events and motor events operate on identical codes. 
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Second, when introducing proximal or distal amplitude variations the question may 
arise, how the cognitive system processes and weights the diverging information 
received from both modalities vision and proprioception. A computational approach 
by Ernst and Banks (2002) proposes that multimodal information processing follows 
the principle of optimal integration (see also Drewing, & Ernst, 2006), assuming a 
certain variance of sensory perception. In order to minimize the variance of the final 
percept the optimal integrator weights incoming information regarding their respective 
individual variances. Referring to Figure 1 both the visual as well as the 
proprioceptive feedback loop comprise individual variances as a result of the 
introduced amplitude variations in combination with a to-be-defined amount of neural 
noise, respectively. In order to examine the cognitive weighting process of those 
variances the recall paradigm used in the present work should be extended. That is, 
future work should consider the creation of two unique scenarios that allow for the 
observation of isolated variances of each modality. For proprioception this could be 
the manual replication of varied hand amplitudes (without vision) and for vision this 
could be the visual replication of seen cursor amplitudes (without proprioception) i.e. 
realised via eye gaze. Once the individual variances are defined, the cognitive 
weighting process could be examined via gradually varying the feedback quality with 
subsequent fitting of the respective curves via maximum likelihood estimation MLE 
(for further methodological issues see Ernst, & Banks, 2002). 
 
Third, the recall and visual replication of formally perceived visual information seems 
to provide evidence for the dominance of visual feedback. Referring back to the 
second experiment of Study 2, the results did not show any aftereffects for intra-modal 
recall in the visual replication task. Referring to Figure 12 (B) visual information 
seems to have overruled proprioceptive information, completely. This pattern could 
not be found for intra-modal recall in the motor replication task (Fig. 12, A) and can 
hence be seen as further evidence for the dominance of distal action effects in action 
control with tools. Taken together, dependent on the given condition, action control in 
tool use allows for a wide range of flexible information processing giving us the 
feeling of being in control. 
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Figure 12 A = Intra-modal motor replication. Transparent gray diagonal ellipse: visual 
information is attenuated but not eliminated when participants were asked to manually 
replicate initially performed hand amplitudes. Result: motor action still contains 
aftereffects governed by visual information (as indicated by the vertical oriented gray 
ellipse). B = Intra-modal visual replication. Gray diagonal non transparent ellipse: 
proprioceptive information is completely eliminated when participants were asked to 
visually replicate initially seen cursor amplitudes. Result: Absence of aftereffects 
governed by proprioceptive information and unbiased visual replication of visual 
information (as indicated by the transparent gray ellipse). 
 
 
Summarizing, this work claims to provide a worthy contribution to research on human 
tool use and visuo haptic information processes. It might have become clear that 
despite humans being are capable of using a broad variety of tools successfully, short 
termed modality-dependent inaccuracies might occur during tool use. Especially when 
faulty actions cannot be corrected via closed loop action control mechanisms. 
However, I want to blow the whistle on the tendency to taking sterilized experimental 
setups we run in our laboratories too seriously and to bind our theoretical distillate too 
tightly to them. Indeed, the presentation of briefly selected and elaborated stimuli and 
the measurement of arbitrary responses do have many advantages. Nevertheless, real 
tool use is not driven by those sterilized stimuli, not performed in order to subserve 
meaningless goals and not aimed at carrying out actions for their own sake. In a 
nutshell, the transfer to real life scenarios remains a challenging task and gives much 
room for further research to-be-done.  
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